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Abstract

Small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) undergo different life cycle transitions that affect their business models (BM) as they seek new to enter foreign markets. Although international entrepreneurship (IE) scholars have recognized the relevance of exploring the creation and growth of entrepreneurial firms, there is a dearth of studies linking how the key decision-makers influence their business model, especially as they pursue internationalization success. This study aims to respond to these gaps in the research by examining the nexus of effectuation and causation (decision logic) and how the combined effects of these logics influence business model innovation (BMI) as SMEs internationalize. In reviewing the existing literature on these concepts, we develop theoretically driven propositions that link business model innovation and decision-making logic in international entrepreneurship that can be subsequently tested with empirical data in the future. This study contributes to the literature on decision-making and business model innovation. It also links two streams of the research, which, to our knowledge, is limited. Moreover, the study is unprecedented in the international entrepreneurship domain.

1. Introduction

The common goal of setting up a business is to be profitable and improve competitive positioning and improved performance both at home and abroad [1]. As a result, companies that seek to internationalize are faced with the vital task of re-configuring their business models and matching their activities to manage uncertainty and effectively exploit recognized opportunities [2, 3]. Entrepreneurs are also expected to be knowledgeable enough to predict the future and effectively coordinate their resources and capabilities [4] to achieve successful internationalization [5, 3]. However, because internationalization is a complex and daunting task, especially in small and medium enterprises (SMEs), managers need to assess the market situation, make sound judgments and re-configure their business models to ensure that they will thrive in complex and uncertain markets [6, 7].

Decision-making is essential because it provides useful insights into how firms adapt their business models (BM) and orchestrate existing resources and capabilities to create value for customers and stakeholders as they operate or veer toward international markets [6, 7, 8]. Therefore, managerial decision logic influences both the firm’s BM and the strategies adopted in new market operations [8]. Previous studies highlighted that firms’ decision-making and business models are expected to be interlinked [9, 10, 11, 12], revealing that the exploration of managerial choices may explicate how and why companies internationalize and the implications for BMs and vice versa [7]. As a result, we give credence to the notion that firms’ BM and entrepreneurial decision-making are interlinked [13, 3]. However, because they have been examined separately, the dynamics of decision logic and business models have not been studied, particularly in the IE/IB domain. Previous studies point out that emerging perspectives in IE, such as BMI [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and decision-making logic, are valuable concepts in explaining the behavior and actions of SMEs that undergo internationalization [4].

Scholars also advocate that IE research would be further enriched by adopting alternative frameworks and perspectives that provide a more profound and complementary understanding of entrepreneurial activities, such capabilities, BM dynamics and changes occurring in the firm, as well as other activities influencing the lifecycle of the firm [19, 20, 21]. Studies have shown that firms with access to financial incentives, valuable network partners, enthusiastic employees, and effective leaders support the journey of business growth and long-term success [22, 23, 24]. Scholars have added that a firm’s success lies in the entrepreneur’s contextual role, orientation, motivations, and how their means and actions support the achievement of set goals [4, 14]. Therefore, understanding decision-making logic and entrepreneurial behavior, especially regarding international market opportunities, would help advance the IE and business model innovation (BMI) research [14, 25, 26]. The reason is that managerial decision-making and the ability to change BMs innovatively are valuable in the BM development and long-term success of a venture. By exploring entrepreneurial decision-making, we gain further insights into how SME actions influence opportunities (i.e., identification and discovery) and the choices made to execute them, which affects BMs adopted in foreign markets [8, 16, 12, 23].

This study explores SMEs’ decision-making (i.e., effectuation and causation), as well as the combined effects of these decision logics on BMI’s overall role in creating, delivering, and capturing value in SME internationalization. Effectuation and causation provide a useful lens for exploring international entrepreneurial firms, the effectiveness of their managerial choices [16, 13], and their business models [23, 24, 27]. Most previous studies have focused on either causal or...
effectual logic to examine international entrepreneurial behavior and performance [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. However, the implications of the combined effects of effectual and causal decision-making logic have been left unexplored.

This study both draws on and contributes to the IE domain literature by exploring theoretical linkages between BMI and the decision-making logic(s) of effectuation and causation. It illustrates the role of decision-making logic and its influence on the BMI of internationalizing SMEs and, as a result, provides theoretical propositions. We continue by reviewing the relevant literature on decision-making logic and the BMI of internationalizing SMEs.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Business models and business model innovation

Business models have gained prominence in academia and practice since the 1990s. Several studies have attempted to describe, theorize, validate, and link BMs to other disciplines [33, 34, 35]. Despite the increasing amount of research on business models, there is still insufficient attention in the literature to theorizing and borrowing ideas from neighboring disciplines to advance BM research [33]. However, converging descriptions have defined a BM as the design or architecture of a firm’s observable constellation of activities that are dedicated explicitly to value creation, delivery, and capture mechanisms [7]. The value creation mechanisms in BMs reflect organizational decisions that define resource allocation, identify and capitalize on new business opportunities, and introduce new products and services in the market [35]. Value proposition deals with how the firm provides value to its customers [7]. Value capture focuses on the way the business makes profits [36].

BMIs reflect entrepreneurial decisions, strategic decisions, and operational implications [9, 33, 35] as entrepreneurs discover and implement new opportunities [37, 38, 3]. Hence, a firm’s BM manifests an idea that conforms to an envisioned architecture and embodies how entrepreneurs create and deliver and capture value [7]. Researchers have pointed out that entrepreneurial orientations and managerial approaches to opportunities and decisions greatly influence the degree of success that such businesses can accomplish, especially across national borders [24, 25, 26]. Nonetheless, it is crucial to note that a BM is unique to each organization. Moreover, the dimensions of BMs consist of several interrelated building blocks that form different configurations that can be used to evaluate change [7] within the firm. However, a change in one dimension may not have a direct or immediate impact on another dimension. Empirical research on BM change configurations could provide further insights into a firm’s working logic [14, 20, 27]. BMs nonetheless provide dynamic insights and interpretations of management activities and decision-making [16]. Therefore, changes that occur in BMs can provide an in-depth understanding of management and entrepreneurial reactions to environmental changes, and they are related to a firm’s operations, strategy, and internationalization activities [27, 23, 8]. The exploration of business model innovation (BMI) leads to the evolution and development of BM beyond novel products and services.

Hence, by innovating their BMs, SMEs develop unique capabilities of satisfying stakeholders while sustaining competitive advantage.

Previous studies have shown that managerial decisions influence how organizations innovate, conform, and develop the core processes necessary for internationalization success [23], thereby reinforcing that business models are powerful tools that can be adopted to hypothesize and decide customer wants (e.g., products and transaction methods). However, entrepreneurs can dynamically combine value mechanisms to ensure that their customers are satisfied, and the firm’s goals are achieved [7]. Thus, entrepreneurs may leverage the business model’s flexibility to accommodate market uncertainty and the changes [20, 21] required in a company’s day-to-day activities, which influence value creation and appropriation and have implications for the business agility and success of the firm [39, 20, 21]. Thus, by examining a company’s BMI activities, we can rationalize its ongoing changes and further examine the choices made within and beyond the decision-makers’ bounded rationality as well as the implications for business success [20]. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the research framework and propositions.

![Figure 1. Research model (framework of the study)](image)

2.2. Internationalization of SMEs and Business Model Innovation

Regarding the future of IE research, scholars have highlighted that IE and IB research has made great strides because it offers valuable opportunities for explaining complex phenomena using existing and emerging strategy theories and frameworks [3]. Thus, drawing on the IE context, we aim to gain theoretical insights into how entrepreneurs’ activities may affect the BMs of SMEs when they internationalize. Moreover, we consider that the BMI perspective is a persuasive contributor and outcome of the international entrepreneurial process because it allows us to rationalize the strategic choices and internationalization activities of SMEs, which are known to be complex.

The research on BMI has provided scholars with a novel way to harness and interpret real-world (i.e., firm-level) operations and managerial choices, which have not usually been explored in tandem [40]. The exploration of BMI activities allows for the practical observation of change, such as how the company improves its existing BM or develops new [11, 41, 42] or complementary processes, products, and organizational innovation [33, 40]. Evidence from both academics and practice has shown that top business executives prioritize BMI as an alternative or complement to product innovation, as well as to combat competitive pressures and cope with uncertainties as they internationalize [34, 43, 44]. Therefore, BMs are a competitive tool used to incrementally or radically innovate the core processes [20] of the
organization and enable viable and remunerative business decisions [35, 44, 45]. Moreover, previous studies have confirmed that BMI (i.e., superior to product or technology innovation) contributes to the success, competitive advantage, and success of internationalizing SMEs [23].

As firms internationalize, managers must make strategic choices and develop dynamic BMs that support an effective transition into new markets and manage uncertainty [46]. Scholars have identified that managers in the vanguard of core activities support decisions (e.g., information gathering, customer engagement, managing partner and supplier relationships, and other operational activities) that are critical for successfully shaping the value configurations necessary for managing uncertainty in the internationalization process of SMEs [28, 34]. The SME manager’s role, orientation, and choices are catalysts that reinforce or undermine a company’s innovation and growth trajectory [23]. Hence, the firm’s working logic is a resolute or predetermined consequence of managerial choices, and a firm’s strategic choice is mirrored and interpreted through its BM [47].

SME managers engage in BMI to thrive in international markets [8, 26]. However, to manage business interactions and make strategic choices regarding a BM or select stakeholders’ interactions, managers need to experiment or test their business activities to ensure that they are scalable, repeatable, and suitable for the BM [21, 3]. Thus, BMI is particularly valuable in managing enterprise and decision-making about firm operations and internationalization activities [44, 45, 46]. It is also useful in helping managers to predict or control uncertain market conditions, which is valuable for profitable outcomes [44, 4]. Thus, we surmise that managers who prioritize BMI in their decision-making provide a unique competitive approach through which firm strategies and operations cannot be easily replicated [47, 48, 7], thereby making the BM of internationalizing SMEs a competitive tool that can accommodate the continuous adaptation of firm activities for a long-term competitive advantage [49, 9, 23]:

P1: SMEs that engage in business model innovation can internationalize better and quicker than those who do not engage in business model innovation.

2.3. Business model innovation and effectuation logic in SME internationalization

Effectuation is a logic-based on non-predictive control, and it is defined as means-driven, logic-driven, or emergent planning [4]. It is based on the selection of alternative principles. Effectual thinking considers heuristic processes and managerial interactions to achieve a set of means [50, 4]. Internationalizing firms that adopt effectuation tend to be more flexible in their strategy formulation and implementation and their business (model) activities in general [13, 23, 51]. For that reason, they may repeatedly experiment with different market scenarios and BMs before selecting a suitable and specific BM design [47, 51, 52]. The concept of affordable loss is highly integrated into the orientation of effectuation [6, 53]. SMEs that adopt effectual thinking tend to be more risk-averse and incrementally internationalize or invest than their usual counterparts [6, 13, 1]. Entrepreneurs who adopt effectuation are often more experienced and creative, and they tend to innovate their BMs incrementally based on market dynamics or even by chance in proportion to [16, 8] organizational and/or stakeholder demands [53]. In summary, effectuation logic leverages strategic relationships, resources, knowledge, and capabilities to foster the exploitation of market contingencies and opportunities [54, 55, 13]. In other words, they tend to be proactive and do not necessarily stick to strict plans or the status quo because of their experience and creativity and the need to be ahead of the competition. Examples of this kind of firm are software or platform companies where technology and consumer interests are continually changing, and entrepreneurs have no choice but to innovate daily to remain relevant. However, some studies have argued that effectual logic is often emphasized in the early stages of new venture creation and gradually transitions to causal strategies in later stages [30, 22]. However, we predict that SMEs that follow effectuation logic in their decision-making processes are likely to innovate their BMs as they internationalize:

P2: Effectual decision-making logic in international SMEs leads to increased business model innovation.

2.4. Business model innovation and causation logic in SME internationalization

Causation is a rationale that involves developing a strategy from a starting point, planned strategy, or destination goal [4]. Sarasvathy noted that the role of decision-making logic is more visible due to environmental and market uncertainty [4]. Briefly, causation is the decision-making rationale of planning ex-ante, while effectuation is based on ex-post and emergent strategies [13, 31]. Previous studies demonstrated the relevance of causation in actions based on preexisting market information and rational entrepreneurial choices [50, 13]. Causal decision-making was found to allow managers to make calculated plans regarding internationalization choices [8] to optimize their resource flows and achieve predetermined goals [51, 4]. Causal logic involves making predictable goal-driven plans and exploiting knowledge and resources to capitalize on future opportunities and gain a competitive advantage [50]. The incentive for causation is based on the premise that firms initiate deliberate and analytical measures to minimize the unexpected effect [4]. Causal approaches to BMI provide a preemptive orientation to business, which has not been extensively explored in the research, especially in internationalizing entrepreneurial firms.

Entrepreneurs who causally approach decision-making tend to be highly capable of predicting the future [3]. However, some firms may adopt causation logic because the entrepreneurs have limited international experience and may want to minimize risks [13]. Nonetheless, entrepreneurs who use the causal approach quickly exploit opportunities; thus, they tend to closely monitor their external environment to generate new information about future developments, which is valuable for potential BMI and BM development [1]. The goal of implementing causation in a firm’s BMI aims at augmenting environmental contingencies and uncertainties in international markets [39, 1]. Causation has been seen as an enhancer of BMI [1]. This finding contributed to the BMI
research by showing that managers may implement causation to support opportunity identification and international market decisions and ensure that the firm (i.e., value proposition creation and capture) is well-targeted to the intended market or segments. Entrepreneurs may also use the marketplace’s feedback to refine their product or service [16]. Therefore, internationalizing SMEs driven by causation logic are likely to be successful in internationalization activities when they increasingly innovate their business model:

P3: Causal decision-making logic in international SMEs leads to increased business model innovation.

2.5. Business model innovation: the role of effectuation and causation in SME internationalization

Numerous factors may influence an entrepreneur’s choice of adopting either causal or effectual logic. Some reasons include experience, funding, organizational change, and so on [13, 25, 18, 53]. Advances in technology and globalization have increasingly blurred industrial and market-entry barriers. More than ever before, firms can interact with customers in real-time and provide them with services from anywhere in the world [48]. Thus, allowing managers to rethink and redesign their BMs because technological advances make it possible for firms to reach customers swiftly and, consequently, speed up the exploitation of international opportunities. Moreover, because of BMI’s immeasurable importance for competitiveness and growth, which are a strategic priority for managers in diverse industries and a source of above-normal returns [33, 27], SMEs continuously seek to innovate their BMs [23].

Examining the role of decision-making as SMEs cross borders provides a deeper understanding of entrepreneurial actions as a function of choices, which gives structure to a firm’s process (i.e., BM) and informs managerial measures to approach market opportunities, especially in dynamic and uncertain environments [4, 53, 10]. Varying perspectives have been used to explain how executive decisions shape a firm’s future. For example, some studies have justified that the managerial capability to sense, seize, and transform an opportunity has led firms to causally amplify their efforts in improving their core activities, thereby leading to BMI [22]. Thus, causal initiatives tend to reduce uncertainty and support the impetus for BMI and predictive profitability. Moreover, some studies have shown that entrepreneurial firms may design an artificial system or engage in BMI to attain a specific goal or commitment to the future [19]. Other studies found that instead of analytical planning, through trial and error or experimentation [51], they may engage in BMI to quickly capitalize on an actual or latent opportunity or, better still, test the attractiveness of the opportunity [22]. However, despite these distinctions, effectual logic is often emphasized in the early stages of new venture creation and gradually transitions to causal strategies in later stages [30].

Managers act as agents of change [20] and use their BMs as decision-making tools, either effectually or causally, to redesign or change their operations to satisfy a situation, especially when they enter or consider internationalization [8, 9]. However, we recognize that the entrepreneur’s or manager’s role is pivotal because of the bounded rationality of human nature; an entrepreneur will make decisions based only on his or her knowledge or capability. It may be difficult to demarcate the tensions between effectuation and causation regarding entrepreneurial behavior, especially when SMEs seek to enter foreign markets [10, 24]. Therefore, a firm’s decision may alternate between both logics depending on the situation at hand. Decision-makers may also have varying sensitivities to how they perceive the future, orchestrate resources, and evaluate risks and uncertainty [24, 52]. Thus, both effectual and causal logics provide in-depth insights into strategic orientations, responses to opportunities, entrepreneurial action orientations, partnerships, and alliances, all of which are vital in understanding entrepreneurial and SME internationalization behavior [16, 56, 57, 58].

Moreover, scholars have suggested that both effectuation and causation can function as complementary or alternative cognitive entrepreneurial approaches used in new venture development [10, 24, 56]. Some studies even view the combined use of effectuation and causation as an “organizational ambidexterity” [59], i.e., the ability to pursue two things simultaneously [60]. Some studies highlight organizational ambidexterity as a firm’s capability to efficiently manage routines or daily business demands while simultaneously adapting to environmental changes [61]. Scholars also debate that the combined usage of both logics can foster holistic knowledge mapping of an entrepreneur’s decision making [62], arguing that the use of a single logic may result in inconsequential reasoning and the inability to compare different options [59]. However, scholars advocate for pursuing both logics to leverage their complementarities and enhance performance [59, 63].

This suggests that the sub-constructs of effectuation and causation are not necessarily in absolute opposition to one another; instead, they could be viewed in combination or orthogonally (i.e., similar to satisfaction and dissatisfaction) [10, 24, 56]. Hence, exploring BMI and the combined and/or alternation of effectuation and causation could be valuable in better explaining SME internationalization activities [10, 39, 1]:

P4: The more that internationalizing SMEs combine effectuation and causation logic in their decision-making, the greater their engagement in business model innovation.

2.6. Business case

This case involves how a Finnish SME (Company Alpha) expanded into international markets and how the managers approached decision-making as their firm ventured across borders. Company Alpha is an online business that provides streamlined e-commerce solutions and services for clients by providing them with custom solutions to enable them to sell their products in international markets. Its BM is centered on bridging international boundaries and providing custom solutions to help clients export Finnish products conveniently to international markets. Alpha’s main value proposition is to act as an intermediary for business clients and provide services
and relevant information to customers to achieve cross-border trading of their products and services online. Their business solutions include e-commerce, sales management, logistics, and consulting, mainly in Russia, Japan, and China. An example of their mode of operation is that Alpha offers its clients the option of entering the Russian market by building their online store or creating a space for them in the Russian multi-seller platform. For example, Alpha created solutions for its clients (i.e., retailers) by co-creating one of the largest Japanese online market platforms.

The company also works to gain more cooperation with other online marketplaces. The company has expressed interest in expanding its client base into the Nordic countries, parts of Europe, and North America. However, their immediate focus is to support clients in the home market to sell products in the Russian, Japanese, and Chinese markets because of their experience working with partners in these specific markets. Alpha has vast network relationships and consistently collaborates with partners to develop international and local partners, such as partnerships with local logistics providers (i.e., the home and host countries) at both ends of their customer scale. The company also provides an all-in-one package that allows clients to internationalize successfully by leveraging services (e.g., logistics, marketing, local channels, and consultation), thereby minimizing significant internationalization investment costs, which is crucial in facilitating international activities between clients across borders. The founders’ expertise is fundamental to the creation of the company. The founders were experts in different professional fields, such as international marketing and logistics. Thus, the founders’ combined expertise provided the foundation in which the BM and the firm’s core services are embedded. Table 1 shows findings based on Alpha’s internationalization of its operations in Japan, China, and Russia. Table 1 includes excerpts from responses about the company’s decision-making and how the entrepreneurs approach international opportunities. Although we did not analyze the case in-depth, we reflected on and identified how the entrepreneurs leveraged their resources and capabilities, the consequences of their entrepreneurial actions, and how they were manifested in changes to the company’s BM.

Table 1. Business model changes and decision-making (Case Alpha)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful quotes</th>
<th>Business model changes: Connecting BMI &amp; internationalization activities</th>
<th>Decision-making logic: Effectuation and Causation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer push and opportunity sensing [The Japanese company] contacted us [...] They started to discuss with us that they would like to have Finnish products [...] We didn’t actually think about Japan at this moment at all [...] Then we changed our plans that “OK, now we do this” [...] We were forced to change our strategy in this kind of opportunistic way in a point when we saw that now this might work and let’s do it.”</td>
<td>Establishing a new market presence by opening a new target market base</td>
<td>Effectuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founders’ (past) experience and related capabilities “For us, Russia has a very long history. Because my previous company was dedicated to Russian internet marketing, this current company is the spin-off company of that [...] We found that this kind of e-commerce solution is needed.”</td>
<td>Generating knowledge and creativity based on</td>
<td>Effectuation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juxtaposition (iteration) in value capture and delivery</th>
<th>Practical knowledge and expertise adapted to transforming opportunities “We already have a very wide range of expertise in the background of our company [...] I manage marketing with my partner. The present CEO is a logistic expert; our partner trades the software we use on our platform [...] All these experts (working) together provide all we need.”</th>
<th>A wide range of expertise and tactical capabilities in the background of the founders favors innovation and the development of new ideas.</th>
<th>Effectuation and Causation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing/establishing a marketing plan to seize the recognized opportunity “Also, the idea of this web page is that this is the channel through which the companies can contact us. So, we started discussing this web page.”</td>
<td>Developing a new channels by creating an online presence to reach existing and new customers.</td>
<td>Formulating competitive new channels and strategies to identify and reach new customers markets</td>
<td>Effectuation and Causation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devising a pathway to transform sensed international opportunities and utilizing complementary assets/capabilities to capitalize on the realized opportunity “…Now I’m planning this new marketing plan. I’m defining it. The core of this plan is that we should have a good web page where we can present our services, and the references tell about us and this kind of thing… and other channels which we’re going to use are Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, as well. They are the channels that are leading the traffic to our web page.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practical knowledge and expertise adapted to transforming opportunities “We already have a very wide range of expertise in the background of our company [...] I manage marketing with my partner. The present CEO is a logistic expert; our partner trades the software we use on our platform [...] All these experts (working) together provide all we need.”</td>
<td>A wide range of expertise and tactical capabilities in the background of the founders favors innovation and the development of new ideas.</td>
<td>Effectuation and Causation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic planning and approach to international opportunity; based on accumulated experiences and market knowledge. Leveraging past relationships, partners, and networks to execute the idea. This company was created in connection with our Russian networks from our previous [...] This is the long history of these connections [...] However, the core idea is that we do not want to grow [...] the platform too much [...] By keeping it as light as possible [...] and leveraging our networks, we can keep fixed costs low at the moment.</td>
<td>Leveraging existing networks and capabilities and experience to implement new ideas to create and capture value and minimize risks and uncertainty.</td>
<td>Effectuation and Causation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion

This study examined the relationship between SME decision-making based on effectuation or causation logic, BMI, and the implications for successful SME internationalization. Previous studies [24, 1] have elaborated on the positive relationship between BMI and SME internationalization. However, in the current study, we established the relevance of entrepreneurial decision-making for the BMI and IE literature, which has been little studied. We also stated propositions of effectuation and causation and how they related to BMI. We contended that despite the differences between effectuation and causal logics, in internationalization, the logic used in managers’ decision-making may overlap
approaching internationalization decisions using causation logic make more calculated and goal-driven decisions. Thus, they are more likely to leverage premeditated ideas and plans to modify BMI initiatives and value creation and capture mechanisms to explore or exploit business opportunities to increase profits in selected markets [8, 13]. As mentioned earlier, internationalizing SMEs may use causation approaches in their BMs to actively address uncertainty. They may do so through predictive-oriented planning. For example, managers make business plans or calculate market and competitive analyses to ensure and increase their knowledge of the status quo and ensure that expected returns are achieved [13, 4, 1]. Entrepreneurs with predictive capabilities, alertness, and knowledge about adapting their repeatable core processes are valuable in BMI. However, in inexperienced early internationalizing firms, some predictive approaches may be utilized as coping mechanisms [35] and adapted by entrepreneurs to stay ahead of market trends and identify latent customer needs.

In developing our fourth proposition, we argued that the higher the combined effectual and causal logic in an international SME, the higher the extent of BMI. In line with previous studies [10, 25, 39]), we considered that effectuation and causation could co-exist [59]. Furthermore, explorative decision-making (i.e., effectuation and causation logics) is valuable in BMI and international performance. BMI has unique advantages that are difficult to replicate, leading to lasting competitive and improved international performance advantages [7, 33]. Several previous studies found that various factors, such as technology innovation, market-entry decisions, location decisions, sustainability requirements, and digitalization decisions, affected SMEs’ BMI when they entered foreign markets [8, 14, 17, 64]. Although it was not explored in-depth, another interesting addition to this study is that in our modern era (especially in times of uncertainty), different factors such as digitization, technological advances, analytical databases, and artificial intelligence are pushing firms to move ahead of their time [68]. Thus, more than ever, especially in the era of the “new normal,” artificial intelligence and other digital and technological tools predict human behavior, leading to the cannibalization of customer information and firms regardless of their size. For the first time in human history, we can predict customer demand. Thus, predicting and controlling market economics, which leads to drastic BMI, and creating uncontested market spaces are areas that should be explored in future research.

Furthermore, because decision-making is a cognitive process centered around varying degrees of uncertainty, knowledge gaps, and/or decision-makers’ bounded rationality, we argue that it is not an option for firms or business owners to stay redundant in continual anticipation of successful market outcomes [69]. Instead, entrepreneurs who—pursue growth via experimenting or engaging in BMI have the potential to transform their products and services, serve dynamic global markets, and survive uncertainty [70]. Entrepreneurs are also required to have flexibility in their decision-making (i.e., they should be able to make either effectual or causal decisions) [25] and implementation skills to swiftly and effectively tackle business decisions to reach implementable solutions for successful internationalization [8, 10]. Thus, because of the uncertainties in foreign market
frontiers, predicting and controlling aspects of a BM and the related processes are valuable in robust and effective decision-making.

4. Theoretical Contribution and Practical Implications

International entrepreneurship is a novel field of study that researchers are continually seeking to understand. Scholars have established that decision-making provides an alternative theoretical means of describing and extending the understanding of international entrepreneurial actions [4, 3, 25]. Thus, by combining insights gained from BM changes and decision-making theory, we extend our understanding of the reasons entrepreneurs do what they do, especially when they internationalize.

First, the study contributes to the stream of IE literature that outlines the role of decision-making logic and business models in this domain. Previous studies have suggested that BMI and decision-making logic in the IE domain should be interlinked [10, 1]. Moreover, scholars have suggested that studies should examine entrepreneurial decisions and the role of human agency to understand entrepreneurial behavior [4, 31, 12]. Moreover, entrepreneurs’ decision-making logic provides comprehensive insights into behavioral uncertainties, goal ambiguities, and their enactments in uncertain international markets, which has not been extensively explored [71, 12, 16]. The findings of our study demonstrated that, theoretically, decision-making and BMI are linked, which is relevant in understanding entrepreneurial behaviors and actions. Hence, the present study contributes to the IE and BMI literature by focusing on the logics of effectuation and causation and highlighting the role of decision-making in the changes that occur through BMI. Thus, our study extends previous research [22] on international SMEs and the IE domain.

Second, we established that effectuation and causation could independently and jointly lead to higher BMI. Most previous studies centered on effectuation and causation, portraying entrepreneurial decision-making as conceptually and operationally opposite based on the assumption that entrepreneurs make either causal or effectual decisions [13]. In dynamic environments, the combination of causation and effectuation boosts an SME’s innovative capability compared with the sole focus on planning or control of events [10, 24]. As recent studies have shown, this leverage effect may only be present in stable international environments [72].

The present study expands the previous research by demonstrating some factors that influence the extent of effectuation may also have a similar effect on causation in the same manner [50]. Thus, we contribute to the literature by shedding light on the relationship between effectuation, causation, and BMI in internationalizing SMEs. Our findings indicate that entrepreneurial behavior and choices influence the BM changes that firms make and affect how they approach international opportunities and foreign markets. We agree with previous scholars who suggested that linking BMI and decision-making [10, 39, 1]) is crucial in advancing the research because the entrepreneurial ability to master effective decision-making and tactics in response to changing situations and apply their BM fosters unique competitive advantages and successful internationalization.

Third, we extended the theory by identifying the role of internationalization decision-makers as drivers of BMI modification. We included decision-making logic in this study, recognizing that the BM that a company uses in one market may not be applicable in international markets. Moreover, in the internationalization process of firms, entrepreneurs may take different routes to implement or exploit opportunities [18, 8]. This study acknowledges that opportunity discovery and exploitation are pivotal and have a central role in determining SME decision-making on both individual and firm levels, which affects the BM. Therefore, a firm’s decision-making mechanism determines the extent to which a BM can be adapted to accommodate market dynamics and/or uncertainties in the international market [73, 8, 1]. Notably, the findings of our study showed that entrepreneurs, in general, are becoming more aware of the value of BMI and that the implementation of BMI matters in gaining a long-term competitive advantage. Consequently, managers could navigate causal and effectual thinking and apply both preemptive and predictive strategies in their implementation activities (e.g., R&D, technological innovation, BMI, and experimentation) to ameliorate competitive and international performances [73, 55, 10].

Furthermore, we acknowledge that in practice, entrepreneurs are required to make favorable and knowledgeable decisions to facilitate BMI and company performance [35]. However, because of cognitive and structural constraints, making decisions that lead to BMI is an ambiguous, tactical, and risky task [35, 45]. The present exploration of entrepreneurs’ effectual and causal logics and how their choices influence value appropriation has made a promising contribution to the international entrepreneurship research on BMI [1]. Thus, understanding the role of managerial decisions that affect firm operations and reactions to customer needs has provided in-depth insights into the dynamics of BMI [9, 12, 35]. Moreover, studies suggest that entrepreneurs should seek to create a dynamic business model that is capable of ensuring the smooth running of existing activities and flexible enough to be receptive to changes in the environment [19]. Entrepreneurs should also seek to develop competences to effectively manage the interaction effect of both logics (as organizational ambidexterity) in their decision making to ensure that they leverage contingencies that are fruitful for their business model [59].

Ultimately, we conclude that although a good BM is essential for international success [7], dynamic managerial capabilities can be further enabled by developing a nexus of decision-making, integrating customer needs, capitalizing on resources and capabilities, and leveraging network ties. These allow firms to develop a non-replicable and successful BM [7, 17, 74]. Hence, selecting the appropriate BM to satisfy the firm’s needs takes time, and managers need to make informed decisions to continually develop a viable BM.

In summation, effectual and causal logic does not have to be oppositional or mutually exclusive [25, 10]. Therefore, SMEs would be successful if they had a balanced perception of internationalization choices, embraced flexibility, experimented, learned from industry activities, and cooperated with partners or competitors [7, 57, 75]. Overall, executive
actions that control and predict may influence the BM design that a firm adopts to ensure long-lasting competitive advantages in international markets.

5. Future Research Directions

This study contributes to both business model and IE literature by examining effectuation, causation, and how the combined effects of these logics influence business model innovation as SMEs internationalize. However, given that most previous studies that explored decision-making and BM have been quantitative or experimental. Decision-making might be better understood using a qualitative approach. In-depth qualitative studies (e.g., case studies) comparing BMI elements and value dimensions or mechanisms could yield more finely grained information about the co-dependency of effectuation and BMI over time. Such studies would deepen our understanding of cause-and-effect relationships in both theory and practice due to a firm’s strategic choices [15, 25]. We hope the theory-driven propositions in the present study pave the way for future empirical studies and the recognition that testing propositions using qualitative and quantitative data collected from internationalizing SMEs could yield fruitful results.

Another avenue for future studies would be to use empirical data to further test and verify our propositions in a contextual setting. Longitudinal changes (especially in the development process) in business models and the use of effectuation and causation could be examined in future studies. Similarly, many potential variables could be included in examining the relationships between decision-making logics and internationalization. For instance, the institutional home and host market environments could influence [75] the extent to which the two different logics were developed and utilized by internationally operating enterprises. The empirical data collected in a home market context with little institutional upheaval might be restricted in its generalizability across large and emerging markets. Thus, future studies could extend the conceptual model’s testing and the relationships to a study based on empirical data collected in such countries.

Finally, although previous studies have acknowledged that effectuation and causation are valuable tools for opportunity exploration and exploitation and strategic choices [71, 30, 16], only a few empirical studies have investigated the linkages between BMs and SMEs’ decision-making logic when they seek international opportunities. Future studies should investigate effectuation and causation as organizational ambidexterity and the effect as firms change and develop their business model over time or even in unique industrial contexts. Such studies could lead to valuable insights into entrepreneurial cognition and how entrepreneurs respond to international opportunities.

A complementary caveat in our study is the recognition that the “new normal” has led to new business approaches in our present-day and age. Individuals are bounded by rationality, but the use of digital tools and algorithms (e.g., artificial intelligence) has begun to blur these lines [68]. More than ever before, firms can predict and control market economics. Future studies could explore how the new normal, new technology, digitalization, and artificial intelligence tools may revolutionize the way we do business in the future.
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